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IoT use cases

1. Monitoring
Key points
▻

Real-time monitoring of gas tanks in critical
installations worldwide

▻

Automated dispatching to technicians on the field

▻

Real-time analytics for alarm conditions detection
and technician dispatching

▻

Integration with already existing sensors, no
hardware changes

▻

Fully custom application with personalized
dashboards, provisioning and configurations
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1. Monitoring
Fully integrated solution

Bidirectional integrations

▻ Enterprise Service Bus (WebMethods)

▻ Notifications to external systems

▻ Enterprise Resource Planner (Oracle)

▻ Updates from external systems

▻ Asset Management Systems

▻ Real-time integrations

▻ External systems
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2. Monitoring
Key points
▻

Real-time monitoring of PET blowing machines
worldwide

▻

Integration with already existing machines, no
hardware changes

▻

Customers have personal access to the platform
and visibility only to their own assets

▻

▻

Standard Cumulocity with custom widgets

Real-time analytics to calculate performance
metrics and usage statistics (e.g. top recipes, top
performers…)
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2. Monitoring
Real-time analytics
▻

Visualization of real-time performance metrics

▻

▻

Per-machine or aggregated metrics (e.g. by
customer, geographic area…)

Visualization of real-time events occurring on
machines

▻

Analytics developed with Apama streaming engine
embedded in Cumulocity

Possibility to correlate events and data visually and
analytically

▻

Daily/Weekly/Monthly reports

▻
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2. Monitoring
Real-time statistics
▻

Real-time tracking of production statistics

▻

▻

Per-machine or aggregated metrics (e.g. by
customer, geographic area, week, month…)

Example statistics: top performers, top recipes,
most common alarms (each daily/weekly/monthly)

▻

Daily/Weekly/Monthly reports

▻

Statistics using Apama streaming engine
embedded in Cumulocity
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2. Monitoring
High-level Overviews
▻

Customers have their own access to the platform

▻

▻

Visibility of assets is limited to the ones owned by
customers

Statistics and analytics available at group, area or
worldwide for quick high-level overviews

▻

Daily/Weekly/Monthly reports

▻

Possibility to group assets by customer, area or
worldwide
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3. Monitoring
Key points
▻

Visualization of live data from gas distribution
cabinets (ReMi) and possibility to remotely control
valves for emergency shut-off

▻

Analytics for alarm conditions (e.g. pressure drops,
leakages…) and automatic dispatching of alarms to
technicians on the field

▻

Dashboards with live data/alarms, SCADA, maps,
asset details, images

▻

Analytics developed with Cumulocity CEL

▻

Integrations with Asset Management System

▻

Standard Cumulocity, very fast implementation
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4. Monitoring
Key points
▻

▻

▻

Live monitoring of air quality data of leased real
estates, estimation of good use, automatic control
of air purifiers
Real-time analytics to calculate AQI (air quality
index) and control air purifiers performed on
Cumulocity Edge (Apama)
Over-the-air firmware updates

▻

Leaseholders have personal access to their real
estate data through Android and iOS apps

▻

Dashboards with live data and usage statistics
available for the renter company

▻

Custom-built hardware (sensor) and mobile apps

▻

Standard Cumulocity and Cumulocity Edge
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5. LoRa, Smart Cities (WIP)
Key points
▻

Smart cities enabling solution

▻

▻

Integration with a LoRa network server, no
dedicated hardware

Fully multi-tenant: service provided to distributors
and to end-customers ("Telco-like" business model)

▻

Possibility to define custom device payloads
without ad-hoc developments for new device types

Calculation of billing metrics using Apama rules at
tenant level

▻

Customers can host their applications on top of
their Cumulocity tenant or subscribe to the
provided ones

▻
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6. LoRa, Smart Cities (PoC)
Key points
▻

▻

Proof of concept for connectivity with a LoRa
Network Server, this opens possibilities for the
company’s customers

▻

Possibility to define custom device payloads
without ad-hoc developments for new device types

LoRa water meter real-time data with valve remote
control

▻

Bidirectional communication using LoRa devices

▻

Triggering of automatic operations towards LoRa
devices
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